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WHY WILL AR GLASSES BE THE 
NEXT STEP?

Extremely personal (worn on 
your face, no one else can 
see display)

Fully portable (can be used 
anywhere eyeglasses can be 
worn)

Highly convenient (always 
available and in view)

Unconstrained interface 
(display(s) can be any 
size/shape/location)
 Note: Google Glass and other 

“smart glasses” can’t do this –
need “real AR” 

apple.com



CURRENT AR TECHNOLOGY
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EVERYDAY AR

Everyday AR envisions a world in which:
 Virtual displays are available all the time, anywhere
 Virtual displays contain information and applications that users may 

need anytime
 Users interact with virtual displays for all general-purpose computing 

needs
 Virtual displays are registered in the three-dimensional physical 

world

A virtual display can be:
 A simulated physical display (virtual monitor, virtual smartphone)
 An application, window, or document
 A 3D object or scene

The Everyday AR vision requires all-day AR glasses.

windowscentral.com



ALL-DAY AR GLASSES REQUIREMENTS

Lightweight

Eyeglasses (or contact lens) form factor

All-day battery

No cables

Wide FOV

High resolution

Eye tracking
windowscentral.com



HOLOLENS2 PROTOTYPE – VIRTUAL MULTI-MON
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MORE FLEXIBLE SPACE

companies are currently working on virtual displays. Microsoft Research’s Mount Rogers
project (Research, 2022), Lenovo’s A3 device (Lenovo, 2022), and Meta’s Infinite Office for the
Quest HWD (Engadget, 2022) demonstrate not only the potential of virtual displays, but the
strong belief that the technical challenges will be overcome in the near future. Therefore, we
argue that performing research now on the design and user experience of virtual displays for
knowledge work is critical, in order to inform the design of future virtual display systems
once the underlying technology is ready. We believe our research will open a new field for
designing virtual display approaches to optimize productive work. Our proposed research
can lead to optimizing virtual displays for different types of work, different work contexts,
and even different users with specific accessibility needs (e.g., low-vision users). We present
a design scenario that illustrates those possibilities in Section 1.2.

We propose research exploring the large design space for virtual displays, and in partic-
ular an investigation of novel characteristics and behaviors that are not achievable through
physical monitors. With our consultant, the former head of the Mount Rogers project at Mi-
crosoft Research, we plan to design a wide variety of methods for using virtual displays for
knowledge work. We illustrate some initial designs in this project description, but will con-
tinue to develop new ideas throughout the project. We also propose to investigate questions
about the use of 3D depth, dynamic adaptation of virtual display size and shape, new layout
organizations (Figure 1), and how we can adapt those to the user and work context. As in our
preliminary work, we will explore these opportunities through prototypes that use the real
Windows operating system to place real documents and applications on virtual displays seen
through AR/VR headsets, instead of using a simulated work environment. This will enable
us to achieve high ecological validity in our studies.

1.1 Research Questions and Contributions

We will investigate the following research questions:

1. How can we take advantage of virtual displays’ flexibility to achieve more productive
systems? Compared to physical monitors, we suggest that the flexibility of virtual dis-
plays will provide multiple benefits to workers. We need to understand how to achieve
that through careful design and an understanding of impacted human factors.

2. Can we enhance users’ experience and productivity levels by designing virtual dis-
plays with intelligent behaviors? We believe that introducing intelligent behaviors can
lead to better user experience and productivity levels than those currently achieved com-
pared to physical monitors. Adapting the display to the work and content will be es-
sential, with factors such as smart dimensions and placement, and novel use of depth,
providing extra opportunities for users.

Figure 1: Ideas for virtual display layout: the virtual display(s) can (a) extend the physical monitor and
wraps around the user; (b) extend the physical monitor as three virtual monitors; (c) form a canvas to
extend the physical screen; (d) stay on the edges of the physical monitor with different aspect ratios
and sizes.

Figure 4: Layouts that we plan to investigate include a) horizontal displays with symmetric layouts;
b) horizontal displays with asymmetric layouts; c) vertical displays with symmetric layouts; and d)
vertical displays with asymmetric layouts.

tionnaires, with questions regarding comfort, confidence, satisfaction, and preference. We will
perform semi-structured interviews to obtain rich qualitative data to help us understand the
differences between the conditions, and how we could optimize them.

3.2 RQ1: Task 2: Monitor and Window Manipulation

While using physical monitors, it is not feasible to rearrange the monitors to accommodate
different tasks. Instead, users have a fixed layout of monitors, and move windows in and
among them as their needs change. With virtual monitors, however, arranging monitors in
any configuration is easily possible, so that users can create a monitor layout that matches
their context or task needs. Just because we can manipulate monitors, though, does not mean
that we should. For instance, it may be beneficial to move monitors in scenarios that have
multiple tasks organized across the screens. However, it may not make sense if the content
is arranged by type of work. This task focuses on understanding the nuances of monitor
manipulation versus window manipulation. We will answer the following research question:
"When users are switching tasks, is it sufficient to move windows within fixed monitors, or
should we also allow them to manipulate the monitors?"

The first step of this task will be to explore interaction designs for moving virtual monitors.
Some options include moving them over a curved surface, keeping them at a fixed distance
from the user, or exploring the use of the third dimension and allowing movements with
six degrees of freedom (which raises questions of input device and input mapping as well).
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between moving a window and moving an entire monitor.

From there, we plan to conduct a summative user study. We will present about 24 partici-
pants with a scenario where they have four tasks to work on. We will ask participants to begin
work on one task and then ask them to switch tasks at various points in the session. We antic-
ipate evaluating four conditions (two independent variables), including fixed versus movable
monitors and tasks with homogeneous (i.e., multiple similar windows) versus heterogeneous
(i.e., multiple dissimilar windows) content. We will conduct this experiment within-subjects,
and we will look at dependent variables such as the time to switch between tasks, the par-
ticipant’s perception of the optimality of their window placements, and the ability to re-find
a task they have previously worked on. An interesting aspect here is whether moving mon-
itors will create more spatial confusion than just windows since we are altering the external
memory of the participant. Again, we will follow up with semi-structured interviews.

3.3 RQ2: Task 3: Intelligent Screen Space

To this point, we have primarily considered static properties of virtual displays. Here, we
talk about behavior, or how the displays can dynamically change during use, to improve

Illustrations by Feiyu Lu and Lei Zhang



MORE FLEXIBLE SPACE

Figure 3: Conditions used in our third study: a) multi-monitor hybrid, b) multi-monitor virtual, c)
canvas hybrid, and d) canvas virtual.

a novel implementation of virtual monitors that combined custom-made software that min-
imizes graphical transformations with a high-resolution VR HWD. Participants deemed the
virtual approach faster, easier to use, and more intuitive than a laptop condition (a single
small physical display with the ability to switch between three virtual desktops), evidencing
the advantages of head and eye glances over full content switches. Using three physical mon-
itors was still the gold standard in all metrics, as expected, given the maturity level of the
technology.

Finally, we compared different organizational layouts for virtual displays in a third study
(in preparation). This experiment included conditions with separated multi-monitors ver-
sus a large canvas, and a fully virtual versus a hybrid setup (Figure 3). While the results of
this study are still under analysis, preliminary results indicate that a multi-monitor approach
seems to work better under hybrid configurations, while a canvas approach works better in
purely virtual configurations. The presence of boundaries in the multi-monitor conditions
presented users with a more structured way of organizing content, while a feature to snap
windows to the monitors allowed for quicker placement. On the other hand, not having those
constraints allowed users to be more precise in organizing their content, placing windows
closer together, and achiving a more integrated result. These findings point to a need for
desigining window management techniques that both provide structure and flexbility.

Overall, our early experiments have demonstrated the feasability and potential of the vir-
tual displays approach for the future of knowledge work, and started to explore the design
space taking advantage of their flexibility. Our research plan, presented below, builds on these
efforts to obtain a deep understanding of design possibilities and the effects of these design
choices on virtual display productivity and user experience.

3 Intellectual Merit: Research Plan

To address the research questions described in section 1.1, we propose a research plan consist-
ing of seven tasks.



AR VIRTUAL DISPLAYS ON THE GO

“Glanceable AR”
 Information/apps that follow you
 Rapid access to information/apps
 But also unobtrusive, non-distracting, non-occluding

Approach
 Body-fixed content that normally resides outside 
the field of view

Illustration by Lei Zhang



GLANCEABLE AR

Lu, F. et al., IEEE VR 2020



GLANCEABLE AR

Lu, F. et al., ACM SUI 2023



GLANCEABLE AR FINDINGS

Users prefer to see only the real world by default.

People are willing to use Glanceable AR in authentic scenarios and find it less 
distracting than using a smartphone.

Information access in Glanceable AR is faster than using a smartphone.

Moving information to the periphery or minimizing it visually is effective for reducing 
occlusion of the real world.



SO WHY DO WE NEED AI?

AR glasses should not require users to manually change settings for the multitude of 
contexts in which they’ll be used.

AR glasses should not require users to manually search/browse the multitude of 
apps/documents for one that is relevant to their current context.



INTELLIGENT AR

Sense contextual data
 Cameras, depth cameras
 Eye trackers
 Microphones
 Databases

Infer the context (environment, task, and 
user)
 Computer Vision
 Machine Learning

Adapt the interface

Predict the user’s information needs

AI AR
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Context-awareness Adaptive UX



ADAPTIVE USE OF SPACE



ADAPTIVE INFORMATION DISPLAY

Lu, F. et al., ACM SUI 2021



ADAPTIVE INFORMATION DISPLAY

Illustration by Lei Zhang

Davari et al., IEEE VR 2022



FUTURE INTELLIGENT AR EXAMPLES

Predicts that you’ll use the Netflix app in the living room but the shopping list app in 
the kitchen.

Displays information using text when you are stationary but using audio when you’re 
moving.

Switches from gesture to voice input when you’re doing a real-world task that 
involves both your hands.

Automatically opens the meeting agenda document when you go to the conference 
room at the scheduled meeting time, shares it with the other AR glasses in the room, 
and places it on the wall so that everyone can view it comfortably.



AR+AI TO ENABLE FUTURE PERSONAL 
COMPUTING

Goal: Improve upon current computing 
experiences

Approach: Take advantage of the 
ultimate flexibility of AR virtual displays

Goal: Use AR to work within real-world contexts without unnecessary clutter or distraction

Approach: Design AR interfaces to allow rapid access and automatically keep content 
out of the way

Goal: Assist the user by providing the 
right information, at the right time, in the 
right way
Approach: Provide context-awareness 
and intelligent adaptation



INTERDISCIPLINARY VISION

This vision requires the work of
Artists
Designers
 Technologists
 Engineers
User Experience experts
Human Factors experts
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